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Contact:  Sophy Johnston,  Residency Coordinator 
sjohnston@elycenter.org  or  info@elycenter.org   |   http://www.facebook.com/events/252800698635909/ 

 
Closing Party: Thursday, July 26, 2018 from 57 pm for ECoCA A.I.R. Summer Edition, an artist 
workspace residency program at the Ely Center of Contemporary Art, 51 Trumbull St., New Haven 
CT 06510.  The event is free and open to the public. 

New Haven, CT: The Ely Center of Contemporary Art (ECoCA) will hold an open studios/closing party for the 
Artists-in-Residence program. There will be a public reception from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Thursday, July 26. The 
artwork will be on view to the public from 5 to 7 pm during which time the artists-in-residence will be present to 
discuss their overall creative practices as well as the works produced during the 8-week program.  

Sue Muskat, a current artist in residence, finds the program “regenerative, relaxed and supportive. It has been a 
true pleasure to get to know the artists and the administrative team, and to have the opportunity to focus on work.” 

Participating Artists include:   David Brensilver, Bryan the Girl, Robin Green, Sue Knoll, Adam Malec, 
Terrance Regan, Matthew Reiner, Katro Storm, and Caroline Tisdale.  
These artists represent an array of artistic approaches and styles. Sue Knoll, Katro Storm, and Matthew Reiner are 
painters who explore the full range of the medium. Storm combines the figure with social justice issues in his 
outdoor public art project. Knoll focuses on color theory in her juxtapositions of familiar, often obsolete objects and 
abstract grids. Reiner explores abstraction and form through atmospheric canvases that allow shapes to blur and 
reemerge. Artist Bryan the Girl explores the expressive qualities of figuration through her labor-intensive 
cross-hatched studies of people and objects. Robin Green “paints” with donated fabric in her colorful and 
improvisational textile work. 

Adam Malec and Caroline Tisdale each transform their space into immersive, engaging installations. Malec’s 
chaotic and densely repetitive collaged tape-work sections were culled and repurposed from his Uber car turned art 
performance, which has now become a gallery installation. Tisdale uses found objects, fabric, and text to create 
participatory social games with both friends and strangers. Terrance Regan layers and weaves noise captured from 
daily objects into experimental soundscapes, breathing new life and meaning into ordinary, familiar forms. 
Musician/writer David Brensilver formulates a visual structure for a new play that contains both a novel and poem. 

About the residency program, ECoCA A.I.R.: Summer Edition: 
ECoCA A.I.R., a workspace residency program in its second year, offers space, time, and interaction with other 
artists. Artists and collectives each occupy a room in the John Slade Ely House Galleries, a 1905 English 
Elizabethan style house, to produce work that includes painting, illustration, video, textile work, and social practice. 
Highlights of the program include a studio visit with New York artist and culture-producer, Austin Thomas and a 
special tour with the International Festival of Art and Ideas. The space is open to the public each Thursday from 5-8 
pm through July 26.  Workshops, panels, conversations, screenings, and other public events are all driven by the 
artists-in-residence. 

About Ely Center of Contemporary Art: 
The Ely Center of Contemporary Art’s mission is to reaffirm Grace Ely’s testamentary wishes for an art center where 
artists, arts organizations, and the public assemble, exchange, learn, and engage through exhibitions, 
performances, and emerging contemporary practice. 

For more information about ECoCA and its Summer A.I.R. 18, please visit  www.elycenter.org 
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